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Comments:
Your comment: buildings cameras. advising all business summit & people if exchanged of currency is to use a Per Federal Note to be as FDIC A Tongue Print. Bill resinates owner. Some sort of fiber knows owner. coinage too. with some sort to the simplest of skin flake detection if it is swiped & adds water market until business has approval as marking it as legal tender. Pushing Neuralink more for everyone. Until Identity leads up to everyone & implant there needs to be the fraud fix scenario that can be pushed within moments of Govnor Board Approval. using a tongue tattoo using a temporary tattoo with speaker fresh like sheets of computer paper exesible with a speaker & Sound Relay. Available packed to the spring on transit. In any building, makes a much but to the feel of applied to tongue like very but noticable rock pop sound candy on the touange. is disolves than reload especially in public. turn it into the internet. Resinates all dna especially, with application to the exact identity that person is. cubical fraud lines will of course be narrowed out to a sting oporation By Local State & Federal Authorities. A more soondly better fix than a glitter box. Carbon 14/14 Vegan Style All Non Alergine. uses some sort of tapestry to as well with the speaker & tounge is legal or no tender. turn in through Federl Waste Managment or in any building or car or inbetween that it will find attraction to a recycle plant for gen use again & again. Salivary Powered. Before asociating with anyone A World Anouncment For People TO Tongue Verify With Local, State, But Above All Federal Employee TO Know Exactly Who What Where When & Why IS Accounted For & weed out the crminal mind to eventually be no more ever again with the Scifi Scenario. Adding a stump permanent implant on the roof for tracking everyone. With position if it is Just it is so. If it says somewhere it is in the woods than know which chip roof of mouth it is. Not felt when applied to All People. That wends with saliva & camoflages forever. Make any business have isued to these. Just with the Honesty Breaking News For The Converge. Pressure Homes With Easle to quick shift & close. Fast door with the mended tracking device. People that might suffer from delusion &criminal will have to be tricked otherwise. Give Possibility Already. Award Elon Reeve Musk. I never what to be called his competitor. Want This to Be A Great Fix For The Pandemic Right Now. Always Salivery powered &breath powered. A wind up spring with a case &no lithium at all. Just a case with a spring gather kintetic energy to self beacon everywhere. With what makes it Biogloy Freindly For The Beacon To Work. I Brian Cyrus Kennel Believe Elon Reeve Musk IS A Wonderful Federalist.